Outdoor Holiday Porch Pots

NEW DESIGN
FOR 2019

#10 Bell Pot

Festive and affordable, our completely redesigned for 2019 Bell Pot features a bell shaped pot filled with Fraser Fir and Norway pine for a long lasting holiday decoration. Sold assorted with red or green pot

Approx. open measurements: 16” x 16” x 24”

Weight: 12 lb. Min. order 20 per shelf

Porch pots are delivered on a non-returnable disposable rack. (80 PER RACK) (A)

Decorations and color assortments may vary in each design.
#11 SILVER SQUARE
Silver cones, mesh ribbon bow, birch pole and red ruskus adorn this square pot filled with Fraser Fir and Norway pine for a traditional long lasting holiday decoration. The taller pot helps the arrangement stand out next to the front door.

#11 BLUEBERRY SQUARE
Pine cones, birch pole, a blueberry spray, bow, dress up this square pot filled with Fraser Fir and Norway pine for a festive holiday decoration.
Limited quantity available.

Approx. open measurements: 16” x 16” x 28”  Weight: 15 lb.  Min. order 20 per shelf
Porch pots are delivered on a non-returnable disposable rack. Rack fits 60 (B) (C)
Decorations and color assortments may vary in each design.
NEW FOR 2019

#12 GOLDEN TREE HOLIDAY POT

Wooden (MADE IN USA) heavy duty northern hardwood pot with a golden tree emblazoned on one side. Pot has re-useable liner that can be used as an annual pot during summer. Red ruscus, cones, bow and birch twigs complete the package that is greened with fresh Norway

Approx. measurements: 20” x 20” x 28” Weight: 25 lb. Min. order 9 per shelf

Porch pots are delivered on a non-returnable disposable rack. (36 to a full rack) (D)

Decorations and color assortments may vary in each design.
#14 Lantern Porch Pot

Fraser fir and Norway pine fill this classic red pot along with birch branches, pine cones, and a red mesh bow. A birch branch hanger is adorned with a battery operated candle lantern to light up the entryway.

(Batteries not included.)

#14 Happy Holidays

Fraser fir and Norway pine fill this classic red pot along with birch branches, pine cones, a berry spray, and a red mesh bow. A birch pole hanger holds a “Happy Holidays” sign to greet your guests!

Decorations and color assortments may vary in each design.

Approx. measurements: 20” x 20” x 40”    Weight: 25 to 35 lb.    Min. order 9 per shelf

Porch pots are delivered on a non-returnable disposable rack.  (18 PER RACK) (G,H)

Decorations, lanterns, and color assortments may vary in each design.
NEW FOR 2019  #14 MR SNOWMAN

Mr Snowman sits atop a 17” tall Northern Hardwood (USA CRAFTED) square container with a removeable liner. The container is sealed so it can be used for many years to come. The arrangement is made of Fraser and Norway pine, cones, a painted birch hoop, and a large snowman handcrafted of northern birch.

Approx. measurements: 20” x 20” x 40”  Weight: 25 to 35 lb.  Min. order 9 per shelf

Porch pots are delivered on a non-returnable disposable rack. (18 PER RACK) (I)
NEW FOR 2019

#14 FIRST IMPRESSION

Want to make a great impression at the entrance to your home, the #14 First Impression arrangement is it. Made from northern hardwoods and crafted in the USA, the first impressions arrangement is stunning. Red ruscus, birch poles and cones to go with a reusable stained pot with a removeable liner.

Approx. measurements: 20” x 20” x 50”    Weight: 35 lb.    Min. order 9 per shelf

Porch pots are delivered on a non-returnable disposable rack. (18 PER RACK) (J)
Delivery Racks

Porch pots are delivered on a wooden non-returnable disposable rack (as shown on the right).

The delivery racks are pre-configured with three shelves per rack.

Minimum quantities per shelf are listed under each style of porch pot.